Guests commitments for a Positive Impact
Here, you are not a tourist. You are a citizen of the world. By choosing to stay at Attitude hotels, you are choosing to think global and act
local - even on holiday. We believe that tourism as an industry should recognize and reward the local people who bring your holiday to
life. Discovering a country means going beyond its beaches and having authentic experiences that cannot be contained on the back of
a postcard.If you believe that your holiday should not only benefit you but also the entire community, then you have come to the right
place. To stay with Attitude is to discover the real Mauritius. Thanks to Made in Moris products, Otentik cultural experiences and bespoke
volunteer programs, you will make a positive impact to the economy, community and biodiversity of our island. At Attitude, we guarantee
that your visit will leave a «Positive Impact».
Sign the « Positive Impact charter » today.

I commit to educate myself
Information is the key to a successful trip, for me and for Mauritius! By educating myself on the habits and customs of
Mauritians, on their way of greeting each other, on their values and their eating habits, and with the help of my travel
guide app, Otentik Discovery, I am prepared for a responsible and enriching stay. During my holiday, I will remain
curious and open to the extraordinary cultural and creative effervescence of the island.

I commit to honour my hosts
To be a citizen of the world, I must be interested in the customs and local traditions of Mauritius, as well as the social
conditions of the people who live here. I will not hesitate to ask questions to Family Members who will be happy to
help me to better understand the island and its culture.

I commit to protect the planet and to respect nature
Here, nature is beautiful but fragile. It is a fact: the natural habitats, biodiversity and marine life of Mauritius are
threatened. I will leave a minimal footprint, respect the wildlife, keep the local environment clean, taking care not
to leave any litter, and ensure a fair use of natural resources. I will pay particular attention to the corals, which are
extremely fragile: standing on them, walking on them or even inadvertently touching them can be enough to decimate
an entire colony.

I commit to support the local economy
The people of Mauritius are at the heart of my experience of the island. I will actively support the local economy so
that my holiday also benefits the community, by choosing local products, buying locally made handicrafts at a fair
price, or by using certified local guides.

I commit to be a respectful traveller
To be a respectful traveller is first of all to know and respect national laws and regulations. I will not take protected
cultural artefacts or extracts from the local flora or marine fauna as a souvenir, and be satisfied with only
photographs from my trip. I understand respect doesn’t stop at the end of my stay: when I return, I will post honest
travel reviews and share my positive experience.

